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Space-charge recombination currents and their influence on the dc current
gain of AlGaAs/GaAs Pnp heterojunction bipolar transistors

S. Ekbote, M. Cahay,a) and K. Roenker
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and Computer Science, University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221
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The effects of Shockley–Read–Hall, Auger, radiative, and intrinsic surface base recombination
processes in the emitter-base space-charge region on the current gain ofPnp AlGaAs/GaAs
heterojunction bipolar transistors are analyzed. At low forward emitter-base bias, the current gain of
a typicalPnp AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction bipolar transistor is shown to be reduced substantially
below its value calculated while neglecting recombination currents in the emitter-base space-charge
region. Excellent agreement between theory and experiment is found for the current gain variation
versus collector current density for aPnp device recently reported by Slateret al. @IEEE Electron
Device Lett.15, 91 ~1994!#. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!03324-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development ofPnp GaAs-based transistors for us
in complementary heterojunction bipolar transistor techn
ogy in the AlGaAs/GaAs materials system has attracted
creased interest over the last few years.1–7 For example, En-
quist et al.1 have demonstratedPnp transistors with gain up
to 300 at 1.53104 A/cm2 with unity current gain frequency
f T of 21 GHz and maximum frequency of oscillationf max of
23 GHz. Based on these devices, they have demonstra
low-power, high-speed, complementary heterojunction bi
lar transistor~HBT!-based, integrated injection logic (I 2L)
with 65 ps and 13 mW per gate for a speed-power produc
850 fJ.1 Hill et al.8,9 and Liu et al.10,11 have obtainedPnps
with current gain of 200, anf T of 23 GHz and anf max of 40
GHz and demonstrated a push-pull power amplifier at
GHz with an output power of 500 mW with 6 dB gain and
41.8% power added efficiency.

So far, there has been only a few reports on the mode
of AlGaAs/GaAsPnp HBTs.12–14 Hutchby12 has theoreti-
cally estimated that aPnp AlGaAs/GaAs HBT to be capable
of an f T of 31 GHz and anf max of 94 GHz for a 1mm wide
emitter, parameter values comparable to theNpn HBT.
While thePnp device’s structure needs to be optimized f
each material system, this projection ofPnp performance
comparable to that of theNpn has been reinforced by th
analysis of Sunderland and Dapkus13 as well as that of
Yuan.14 Hereafter, we develop an analytical model
AlGaAs/GaAsPnp HBTs to be used by device designe
prior to actual device fabrication. Our model includes t
effects of the recombination currents in the quasi-neu
base and in the emitter-base space-charge region. Sim
models have been developed recently forNpn HBTs15,16and
used to investigate which component of the base cur
dominates and leads to degradation of the dc current gaib.

a!Electronic mail: mcahay@planck.ececs.uc.edu
7060021-8979/99/86(12)/7065/6/$15.00
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Our approach follows the analysis of Searles and Pulf
for AlGaAs/GaAsNpn HBTs.16 They show that, in order to
calculate accurately the dc current gain ofNpn HBTs, one
must include the bias dependence of the electron quasi-F
level splitting at the emitter-base heterojunction.16,17 Simi-
larly, the presence of an abrupt emitter-base heterojunc
in a Pnp HBT leads to a splitting of the hole quasi-Ferm
level DEf p at the heterointerface as shown in Fig. 1.18 In this
article, we follow Searles and Pulfrey and calculateDEf p

using a balancing of the thermionic/tunneling currentJThT

crossing the abrupt junction, with the following current com
ponents in the base:~1! the ~intrinsic base! surface recombi-
nation current due to traps at the emitter-base junction (JBS),
~2! the space-charge recombination current on the base
of the space-charge region (JSCR,B), ~3! the neutral base re
combination current (JNB), and~4! the hole flow producing
the collector current (JC), i.e.,

JThT5JBS1JSCR,B1JNB1JC→DEf p . ~1!

The base current is calculated by including the effects
recombination in the quasi-neutral base (JNB) and the vari-
ous recombination currents in the emitter-base space-ch
region @Shockley–Read–Hall~SRH!, Auger (JAug), radia-
tive (Jrad), and intrinsic base surface currents#, i.e.,

JB5JSCR1JNB , ~2!

where

JSCR5JSRH,B1JSRH,E1JAug,B1JAug,E1Jrad,B1Jrad,E1JBS

~3!
and the extra labelsE and B are used to indicate on whic
~emitter or base! side of the SCR the corresponding curre
is calculated.

In calculatingJB , we neglect the electron current in
jected from the base into the emitter because the device
der study in this report has a Al0.4Ga0.6As/GaAs emitter-base
junction for which the conduction band discontinuity is equ
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics

 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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to 374 meV, which is large enough to limit to a negligib
value the electron current density injected from the base
the emitter.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we outlin
the current balancing approach to calculate self-consiste
the amount of hole quasi-Fermi level splitting at the emitt
base heterojunction. The latter is then used to determine
various components of the recombination currents affec
hole transport through quasi-neutral base and emitter-b
space-charge region. Section III describes an applicatio
our theory to the calculation of the dc current gain as a fu
tion of collector current density for aPnp HBT recently
reported by Slateret al.19 Section IV contains our conclu
sions.

II. APPROACH

We consider a typical single heterojunction AlGaA
GaAs Pnp HBT with the structural parameters listed
Table I. For simplicity, the permittivities, effective masse
and effective density of states are assumed to be con
throughout the entire device. Under this approximati
closed form expressions for the recombination currents
be derived if we adopt the linearization procedure of Cho20

for the electrostatic potential across the emitter-base sp
charge region.16 The results for the Shockley–Read–Ha
Auger, and radiative recombination currents on either side
the emitter-base junction are given in the appendix.

Assuming a SRH recombination process with one ty
of trap located in the middle of the energy bandgap,
~intrinsic base! surface recombination current at the emitte
base junction can be approximated as:21

JBS5
qsvp

2
NtIniEeqVEB/2kT, ~4!

FIG. 1. Schematic energy band diagram illustrating the electron and
quasi-Fermi level variation across the emitter-base heterojunction and
of a Pnp heterojunction bipolar transistor.

TABLE I. Pnp HBT structure.

Layer Material Thickness~Å! Doping ~cm23!

p1 ~Emitter cap! GaAs 3500 131020

p1 ~Grading! GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As 250 131019

p ~Emitter! Al0.4Ga0.6As 300 131018

n1 ~Base! GaAs 325 731018

p ~Collector! GaAs 2300 731016

p1 ~Subcollector! GaAs 5000 731019
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wherek is Boltzmann’s constant,T the temperature of the
device~assumed to be room temperature!, VEB is the emitter-
base bias,niE is the emitter intrinsic carrier concentration
NtI is the heterointerface trap density,vp5A8kT/pmh* ,
wheremh* is the hole density of states effective mass ands is
the surface trap capture cross section.22

To calculate the thermionic-tunneling current across
emitter-base junction, we use the conventional expressio23

JThT5qgve2DEp /kTFniB
2

ND
~eqVEB /kT21!2 p̂~0!G , ~5!

where niB is the intrinsic carrier concentration in the ba
region, v is the hole thermal velocity (AkT/2pmh* ), and
DEv is the valence band discontinuity at the emitter-ba
junction.

In Eq. ~5!, p̂(0) is the excess hole concentration in t
quasi-neutral base at the edge of the emitter-base sp
charge region

p̂~0!5
niB

2

ND
@e~qVEB2DEf p!/kT21#. ~6!

Furthermore, we have

DEp5DEv2~12Nrat!~Vbi2VEB!, ~7!

whereNrat5ND /(NA1ND), NA and ND being the uniform
doping concentrations in the emitter and base, respectiv
andVbi is the emitter-base junction built-in potential.

Typically, for Npn HBTs, the tunneling factorg in Eq.
~5! is first computed in the WKB approximation23 and then
cast into a more tractable analytical expression by cu
fitting16 in order to solve Eq.~5! for DEf p . Hereafter, we go
beyond the WKB approximation and first calculate the h
tunneling current flowing from emitter to base for both hea
and light holes starting with a 434 Luttinger–Kohn
formalism.24,25 This formalism includes the non-negligibl
effects of band mixing between heavy and light holes dur
tunneling through the emitter-base junction.24 Then, Eq.~5!
is used as a fit because of its simple analytical form to
more rigorous tunneling current including the effects of ba
mixing. For the specific structure considered in this article19

the resulting bias dependence of the tunneling factorg is
found to be25

g5
0.4383

eq~VEB2Vbi!/3.571kT10.00344
. ~8!

Using the boundary condition~6! and usingp̂(Wpb)50 for
the case of a single heterojunction operating in the forw
active mode~whereWpb is the quasi-neutral base thickness!,
the neutral-base (JNB) and collector (JC) currents can be
derived using the standard low level injection solution of t
continuity equation:16

JNB5
qDpni ,B

2

NDLpb

cosh~Wnb /Lpb!21

sinh~Wnb /Lpb!
@e~qVEB2DEf p!/kT21#

~9!

and

le
se
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JC5
qDpni ,B

2

NDLpb
coshS Wnb

Lpb
D @e~qVEB2DEf p!/kT21#, ~10!

whereDp , Lpb(5ADptpb), and tpb are the effective hole
diffusion coefficient, diffusion length, and recombinatio
lifetime in the base, respectively.

Next, we apply the theory outlined above to the calcu
tion of the bias dependence of the dc current gainb
5JC /JB for an AlGaAs/GaAsPnp HBT recently reported
by Slateret al.19 To illustrate the importance of the spac
charge recombination currents in the space-charge region
compare the results forb with and without theJSCR term in
Eq. ~2!.

III. RESULTS

The epitaxial layer structure of thePnp AlGaAs/GaAs
HBT considered here is shown in Table I. This structure w
investigated experimentally by Slateret al.19 The structure
incorporates a graded layer of AlxGa12xAs ~x50.0 to x
50.4! between ap-type Al0.4Ga0.6As emitter layer and the
highly doped (p1) GaAs contact layer. The cap and grad
layers are used to make a low contact resistance elect
contact to the emitter layer. The material parameters~elec-
tron affinities, Auger, and radiative recombination coe
cients, minority carrier recombination lifetimes, surface tr
carrier cross section! needed to calculate the various reco
bination currents listed in the appendix are given in Ta
II.16,26,27

First, the valence band energy profile across the emit
base junction was calculated as a function of the app
emitter-base bias.28 Next, the hole current flowing from emit
ter to base was calculated starting from 434 Luttinger–Kohn
Hamiltonian to include the effects of band mixing betwe
light and heavy holes during tunneling.24,25 After fitting the
results of this approach to the first term on the right-ha
side of Eq.~5!, we obtained the bias dependence of the t
neling factorg given in Eq.~8!. Figure 2 shows a plot of the
bias dependence of the tunneling factorg. The importance of
tunneling is readily apparent in Fig. 2. In a thermionic mod
of the emitter current, the factor gamma is strictly equal
unity for all biases. A factor gamma larger than unity ind
cates the importance of tunneling in enhancing the hole e
ter current flowing from left to right.

The current balancing Eq.~1! can then be used to dete
mine the hole quasi-Fermi level splittingDEf p as a function
of applied emitter-base biasVEB. The results are plotted in
Fig. 3. This figure indicates thatDEf p varies from about 2kT

TABLE II. Material and device parameters used in the calculation of
various components of recombination currents.

Emitter (Al0.4Ga0.6As Base~GaAs!

NA(cm23)51.031018 ND(cm23)57.031018

tn0,p(ns)51.0 tn0,n(ns)51.0
tp0,p(ns)51.0 tp0,n(ns)51.0
An,p(cm6 s21)55.8310232 An,n(cm6 s21)51.93310231

Ap,p(cm6 s21)58.85310231 Ap,n(cm6 s21)51.12310230

Bp(cm3 s21)51.20310210 Bn(cm3 s21)57.82310211
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to 12kT, while the biasVEB increases from 1.2 to 1.8 V. Th
latter is slightly below the value of the built-in potentialVbi

~1.82 eV! calculated using Eq.~A11! in the appendix.
Figure 4 is a plot of the collector current densityJC

given by Eq.~10! as a function of applied bias. The squar
represents the experimental values extracted from Fig.~b!
in Ref. 19 for a 234 mm2 emitter device. The numerica
values are in fairly good agreement with the experimen
values considering that we did not include the effects of
series resistance due to the graded AlGaAs layer, cap la
and emitter contact resistance in our calculations. Includ
the additional voltage drop across the layers would shift
theoretical results at high bias to the right in Fig. 4 bringi
it in closer agreement with the experimental data.

Figure 5 is a plot of the calculated dc current gain vers
collector current density. The squares represents the ex
mental data. The full~dashed! lines are the results obtaine

FIG. 2. Full line shows the bias dependence of the tunneling factorg cal-
culated from a calculation of the collector current density starting from
434 Luttinger–Kohn Hamiltonian~see Refs. 24, 25!. The dashed line is a fit
to the full line using the analytical expression~see Eq. 8!.

FIG. 3. Bias dependence of the hole quasi-Fermi level splitting at
emitter-base junction of thePnp HBT with the layer and material param
eters listed in Tables I and II.

e
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while including ~neglecting! the various contributions to th
recombination currents in the space-charge region. In b
cases, recombination in the quasi-neutral base was taken
account. The agreement between the experiment and th
is quite good with a predicted maximum common emitter
gain of 10 atJC5105 A/cm2 compared to a maximum valu
of 11 measured forJC523104 A/cm2.

Quite noticeable in Fig. 5 is the effects of the spac
charge region recombination currents on the dc current g
for low JC values~1–100 A/cm2!. In this range, the dc cur
rent gain is about one order of magnitude below its va
calculated while neglecting recombination currents in
space-charge region. To identify the leading contribution
the space-charge region, we plot in Fig. 6 the recombina
current componentsJSCR,E , JSCR,B , JNB , andJBS as a func-
tion of applied emitter-base bias. This figure indicates
leading contribution to the base current isJSRH,B at low bias

FIG. 4. Comparison between the theoretical~full line! and experimental
~squares! collector current density variation with emitter-base bias for
Pnp HBT structure with the layer and material parameters listed in Tab
I and II ~see Ref. 19!. The collector current density is in A/cm2

FIG. 5. DC current gain vs collector current density. The full line is t
theoretical result and the dashed line is the dc current gain when the s
charge recombination current components are neglected.
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andJNB for biases closer to the built-in potential~1.82 eV!.
This figure also shows that the contribution of the surfa
recombination current is negligible for all biases.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows a plot of the bias dependence
JSRH,B , JAug,B , andJrad,B , indicating that the SRH mecha
nism is the leading recombination current over most of
bias range. The radiative recombination process is com
rable in size only for voltages approaching the built-in p
tential.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using a current balancing approach between
thermionic-tunneling current across the emitter-base ju
tion, the collector current, and the various recombinat
current components in the emitter-base space-charge re
and the quasi-neutral base, we have determined the am
of hole quasi-Fermi level splitting at the emitter-base jun

s

ce-

FIG. 6. Bias dependence of the SCR current on the emitter (JSRC,E) and
base (JSRC,B) sides of the SCR, the quasi-neutral-base recombination cur
(JNB), and the intrinsic base surface recombination current (JBS). The cur-
rent densities are in A/cm2

FIG. 7. Bias dependence of the SRH, Auger, and radiative recombina
currents on the base side of the SCR. The current densities are in A/c2.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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tion for a typical AlGaAs/GaAsPnp HBT as a function of
the applied bias. This Fermi level splitting has been used
calculate the total base current while including the effects
Shockley–Read–Hall, Auger, radiative, and~intrinsic! base
surface recombination in the emitter-base space-charge
gion. The contribution from the electron current inject
from base back into the emitter was neglected in calcula
the base current because the conduction band step is larg
the particularPnp device investigated here.19 A novelty of
our approach is that the hole current density was calcula
using a 434 Luttinger–Kohn Hamiltonian including the ef
fects of heavy- and light-hole band mixing durin
tunneling.24,25

Very good agreement between theory and experimen
found for the dc current gain dependence on the colle
current density when the SCR recombination currents w
included in the analysis. At low emitter-base bias, the le
ing contribution to the base current is found to be t
Shockley–Read–Hall recombination current on the base
of the SCR. At biases approaching the built-in potential,
recombination current in the quasi-neutral base is found to
equally important. The model described here should be q
useful to device engineers for the design ofPnp HBTs prior
to actual device fabrication.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix, we give the explicit analytical expre
sions for the SRH, Auger, and radiative recombination c
rents on either side of the emitter-base space-charge re
These expressions were derived following the approach
Searles and Pulfrey forNpn HBTs.17

The SRH recombination current density on the emit
side of the SRC is given by

JSRH,E5
2qniEWBE

tEQ
sinhS qVEB

2kT DatanS Zp2Zop

11ZpZop
D , ~A1!

where

Zp5S NA

niE
DAtp0,E

tn0,E
e2qVEB/2kT, ~A2!

and

Zop5Zpe2QNrat. ~A3!

In Eq. ~A1!, Q5@q(Vbi2VEB)#/kT and niE is the intrinsic
carrier concentration in the emitter region. Furthermore,tE

5Atp0,Etn0,E, where (tp0,E ,tn0,E) are the hole and electro
minority carrier lifetimes in the emitter side of the spac
charge region.

The SRH recombination current density on the base s
of the SCR is found to be
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JSRH,B5
2qniBWBE

tBQ
sinhS qVEB2DEf p

2kT
D atanS Zon2Zn

11ZnZon
D ,

~A4!

with

Zon5S NA

niE
DAtp0,B

tn0,B
e~22qNrat~Vbi2VEB!12DEi2qVEB2DEf p!/2kT,

~A5!

and

Zn5Zone
2Q~12Nrat!. ~A6!

where tB5Atp0,Btn0,B, (tp0,B ,tn0,B) being the hole and
electron minority carrier lifetimes in the base side of t
space-charge region.

For the Auger recombination currents, we find

JAug,E5
2qniE

3

tE

WBE

Q

~Zp2Zop!

ZpZop
eqVEB /kT sinhS qVEB

2kT D
3~An,Etn0,EZpZop1Ap,Etp0,E!, ~A7!

and

JAug,B5
2qniB

3

tB

WBE

Q

~Zon2Zn!

ZnZon
e~qVEB2DEf p!/kT

3sinhS qVEB2DEf p

2kT D ~An,Btn0,BZnZon1Ap,Btp0,B!,

~A8!

where (An,E ,Ap,E) and (An,B ,Ap,B) are the electron and
hole Auger recombination coefficients on the emitter a
base sides of the SCR, respectively.26

Finally, the radiative recombination currents are giv
by

Jrad,E5qBpniE
2 WBENrat~eqVEB /kT21! ~A9!

and

Jrad,B5qBnniB
2 WBE~12Nrat!~eqVEB2DEf p)/kT21!,

~A10!

whereBp andBn are the radiative recombination coefficien
on the emitter and base sides of the SCR, respectively.

In all the expressions above, the emitter-base junct
built-in potentialVbi and the intrinsic Fermi level disconti
nuity at the emitter-base heterojunction are given by17

Vbi5
kT

q
lnS NAND

niEniB
D1DEi , ~A11!

DEi5
kT

q
lnS niE

niB
D1~xB2xE!, ~A12!

wherexB and xE are the electron affinities of the base a
emitter regions, respectively. For the particularPnp HBT
investigated in this work,18 we have Vbi51.82 V, DEi

5217 meV,xB54.07 eV, andxE53.63 eV.25
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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